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BACKGROUND

information overload

recommender systems important

example: music recordings on Spotify or YouTube → music recommender systems
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MUSIC DOMAIN

hit-driven domain

popularity-based approaches
• approach assumes that a random user is more likely to like a very popular music item than one of the 

far less popular items
• helpful in cold-start situations

one specific approach in the music domain: describing music listeners in terms of the 
degree to which they prefer music items that are currently popular or rather ignore 
such trends
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A FRACTION-BASED APPROACH TO QUANTIFY A 
USER’S MUSIC MAINSTREAMINESS

¢ quantifies the extent to which a user’s listening 
preferences correspond to those of the population 
at large

¢ general: overlap between a user’s and the global 
listening profile

¢ listening profile computed for user u and globally (g)

¢ compute artist listening frequency for all artists ! in 
dataset (considering g or u): 
〖!#〗_% and 〖!#〗_(%,&), respectively
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'!#( normalized artist frequency (sum-to-unity)
! set of artists

!#(,* artist frequency of artist a listened to by user u

higher values indicate closer to the mainstream, whereas 
lower ones indicate farther away from the mainstream
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how to exploit the measures in collaborative �ltering recommenda-
tion, discusses results, and provides a comparison to other work.
Eventually, we round o� the paper in Section 5 with a conclusion
and directions for future research.

2 RELATED WORK
Literature in the �eld of popular music studies and popular music
cultures frequently resort to the term mainstream (cf. [4]). O�en,
though, the mainstream is referred to with other terms and phrases
(e.g., hits [7] or the head [12]) to circumscribe the phenomenon, for
instance, the hit-driven paradigm [7], the long-tail concept [7, 8],
etc. Essentially, all these circumscriptions have in common that
they reference to the fact that there is a high concentration of
playcounts on the most popular music items (the head), while there
exists at the same time a long tail of less popular items (cf. [6, 7]).

In the context of music recommender systems research, the
listener-centric feature of user mainstreaminess is a rather new tar-
get of research [13, 24, 27]. User mainstreaminess is thereby used to
analyze a listener’s preferences of music items and compare it with
the overall preferences. Other models to describe a listener’s music
consumption behavior for providing music recommendations in-
clude features such as serendipity [31], novelty [11], familiarity [5],
unexpectedness [1], or listening intention [5].

Exploiting the mainstreaminess feature in the recommenda-
tion process is related to popularity-based recommendation. Such
popularity-based recommender systems are widely adopted in nu-
merous domains, including music [9, 15, 29], news [30], or product
recommendation in e-commerce in general [2].

Closest to the paper at hand are the works presented in [27]
and [24], which both propose formal measures capturing a user’s
mainstreaminess (spelled “mainstreamness” in [27]) and analyze the
recommendation performance of these, among other features. Our
work signi�cantly di�ers from previous works as we counteract
the mentioned disproportionate privileging of top music items by
proposing a distance- and a rank-based music mainstreaminess
measure, which is detailed in the following section.

3 MAINSTREAMINESS DEFINITIONS
�e proposed mainstreaminess measures are de�ned on preference
pro�les, which we compute on a global scale, i.e. considering the
entire population of listeners, and on an individual scale, con�ned
to the target user u. We �rst de�ne the artist frequency AFa,u as
the sum of listening events to tracks by artist a listened to by user
u. Accordingly, we de�ne AFa as the total number of listening
events to tracks by artist a listened to by the entire population in
the dataset under consideration.1

Computing the artist frequencies for all artists listened to results
in a high-dimensional feature vector, in which each dimension
corresponds to the frequency of a particular artist. We refer to
this representation of a user’s or the global artist frequencies as
preference pro�le. Given the LFM-1b dataset [22], which we use
in our experiments, these pro�les are 585,095-dimensional vectors
over all artists in the dataset.

1�is de�nition of artist frequency corresponds to that of playcount of an artist, which
is occasionally used in other works.

Artist Artist Frequency
�e Beatles 2,985,509
Radiohead 2,579,453
Pink Floyd 2,351,436
Metallica 1,970,569
Muse 1,896,941
Arctic Monkeys 1,803,975
Da� Punk 1,787,739
Coldplay 1,755,333
Linkin Park 1,691,122
Red Hot Chili Peppers 1,627,851

Table 1: Artists with highest frequency in the dataset.

Exploiting the preference pro�les, we propose two mainstreami-
ness measures for a user u’s music taste: symmetrized Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence (Du ) and rank-order correlation according
to Kendall’s � (Ru ). KL divergence is a well-established method to
compare distributions, which are discrete preference pro�les in our
case. �e use of rank correlation is motivated by the fact that con-
verting feature values to ranks has already been proven successful
for music similarity tasks [19, 26]. In addition, we investigate a third,
fraction-based (Fu ), measure as baseline, which we adopted from
previous literature [24]. �e respective formal de�nitions are given
in Equations 1, 2, and 3, where A is the set of artists in the dataset,dAFa denotes the normalized artist frequency AFa (sum-to-unity
over all artist frequencies), õAFa,u de�ned accordingly; ranks(PPu )
denotes a function that converts the real-valued preference pro-
�le (vector over artist frequencies) of user u to ranks, ranks(PP�)
accordingly on the global level, i.e. considering all users. Please
note that we invert the results of the fraction-based formulations
and the symmetrized KL divergences in order to be consistent in
that higher values indicate closer to the mainstream, whereas lower
ones indicate farther away from the mainstream.
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4 MUSIC RECOMMENDATION EXPERIMENTS
In line with common recommender systems evaluation, we per-
form rating prediction experiments. We use the LFM-1b dataset
of user-generated listening events from Last.fm [22] to assess the
potential of the proposed mainstreaminess measures. In particular,
we analyze the performance of a model-based collaborative �lter-
ing approach when tailoring the recommendations to user groups
de�ned according to their level of mainstreaminess.

�e LFM-1b dataset’s user-artist-playcount matrix (UAM) con-
tains listening events of 120,175 users to 585,095 unique artists. �is
matrix re�ects 1,088,161,692 individual listening events, the distri-
bution of which corresponds to a typical long-tail distribution [7].
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PROBLEM – “SUPERSTAR” PHENOMENON

also known as “long- tail” or 
“‘hit-driven” phenomenon

phenomenon describes that 
relatively small numbers of 
items (the head) dominate 
the market, while there is a 

considerable long tail of less 
popular items

disproportionately higher 
influence of absolute top hits 
(the head) in fraction-based 

definitions of 
mainstreaminess
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DISTANCE- AND RANK-BASED APPROACHES TO 
QUANTIFY A USER’S MUSIC MAINSTREAMINESS

¢ Distance-based (Du): symmetrized Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence between global and 
user’s artist frequency

¢ Rank-based (Cu): rank-order correlation 
according to Kendall’s + between global and 
user’s preference profiles

¢ Fraction-based (Fu): baseline; average 
difference between user’s artist frequency and 
global artist frequency
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PROBLEM
COUNTRY-SPECIFIC MAINSTREAM
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Artist AF Artist LF
The Beatles 2,985,509 Radiohead 24,829
Radiohead 2,579,453 Nirvana 24,249
Pink Floyd 2,351,436 Coldplay 23,714
Metallica 1,970,569 Daft Punk 23,661
Muse 1,896,941 Red Hot Chili Peppers 22,609
Arctic Monkeys 1,803,975 Muse 22,429
Daft Punk 1,787,739 Queen 21,778
Coldplay 1,755,333 The Beatles 21,738
Linkin Park 1,691,122 Pink Floyd 21,129
Red Hot Chili Peppers 1,627,851 David Bowie 20,602

Table 1: Global top artists in the LFM-1b dataset, according to artist frequency (AF) and listener frequency (LF), considering
the 53,258 users with country information.

Artist AF
Stam1na 105,633
In Flames 97,645
CMX 90,032
Kotiteollisuus 82,309
Turmion Kätilöt 78,722
Amorphis 78,159
Nightwish 75,742
Mokoma 73,453
Muse 69,507
Metallica 69,499
Artist LF
Metallica 703
Nightwish 695
Muse 693
Daft Punk 675
Queen 671
System of a Down 663
Coldplay 634
Nirvana 614
Pendulum 613
Iron Maiden 609
Artist AF-ILF
St. Hood 70.526
The Sun Sawed in 1/2 67.490
tiko-µ 66.546
Worth the Pain 66.058
Cutdown 65.247
Katariina Hänninen 64.955
Game Music Finland 64.835
Daisuke Ishiwatari 63.565
Altis 63.235
Redrum-187 62.428

(a) Finland (1,407 users)

Artist AF
Radiohead 68,160
The Beatles 65,498
Pink Floyd 60,558
Fabrizio De André 53,928
Muse 48,168
Depeche Mode 42,586
Afterhours 42,473
Verdena 42,338
Sigur Rós 41,748
Arctic Monkeys 39,755
Artist LF
Radiohead 556
Pink Floyd 539
The Beatles 505
David Bowie 500
Muse 500
Nirvana 497
Coldplay 475
The Cure 466
Depeche Mode 459
Daft Punk 457
Artist AF-ILF
CaneSecco 68.451
DSA Commando 66.049
Veronica Marchi 65.864
Train To Roots 65.459
Alessandro Raina 64.228
Machete Empire 63.915
Danti 62.958
Dargen D’Amico 62.453
‡ÑÈ—�⌃Ae 62.228
Aquefrigide 61.663

(b) Italy (972 users)

Artist AF
Pink Floyd 68,887
Metallica 42,784
Daft Punk 42,020
Iron Maiden 34,174
Radiohead 31,390
Massive Attack 30,669
The Beatles 27,951
Opeth 25,744
Depeche Mode 25,075
Dream Theater 24,286
Artist LF
Pink Floyd 292
Radiohead 289
Metallica 268
Coldplay 261
Nirvana 251
Massive Attack 249
The Beatles 240
Red Hot Chili Peppers 240
Queen 238
Led Zeppelin 236
Artist AF-ILF
Cüneyt Ergün 64.473
Floyd Red Crow Westerman 61.955
Fırat Tanış 58.666
Acil Servis 58.439
Taste (Rory Gallager) 58.366
Mezarkabul 57.799
Rachmanino� Sergey 57.733
Mabel Matiz 57.619
Grup Yorum 56.855
Yüzyüzeyken Konuşuruz 56.748

(c) Turkey (479 users)

Table 2: Top artists for selected countries, according to artist frequency (AF), listener frequency (LF), and artist frequency–
inverse listener frequency (AF-ILF).

3 FORMALIZING MAINSTREAMINESS
When describing how well a user’s listening preferences re�ect
those of an overall population, e.g., globally or within a country,
what is consideredmainstream depends on the selection of a popula-
tion; this is a phenomenon which we will also show in our analysis.
Consequently, we propose several quantitative measures for user
mainstreaminess, both on a global and on a country-speci�c level,
depending on the selection of the population against which the
user is compared. Our approach is inspired by the well-established

monotonicity assumptions in text processing and information re-
trieval [28] – the TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse document fre-
quency) weighting. Based on this assumption, our proposed main-
streaminess measures rely on the concepts of artist frequency (AF),
listener frequency (LF), and artist frequency–inverse listener frequency
(AF-ILF).

We de�ne AFa,U as the sum of the number of tracks by artist a
listened to by a set of usersU . Note thatU may be a single useru, all
users in a country c , or the entirety of users in the collection (i.e., the
global population�). Accordingly, we de�ne LFa,U as the number of

Global (53,258 users)

Finland (1,407 users) Italy (972 users) Turkey (479 users)
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Iron Maiden 34,174
Radiohead 31,390
Massive Attack 30,669
The Beatles 27,951
Opeth 25,744
Depeche Mode 25,075
Dream Theater 24,286
Artist LF
Pink Floyd 292
Radiohead 289
Metallica 268
Coldplay 261
Nirvana 251
Massive Attack 249
The Beatles 240
Red Hot Chili Peppers 240
Queen 238
Led Zeppelin 236
Artist AF-ILF
Cüneyt Ergün 64.473
Floyd Red Crow Westerman 61.955
Fırat Tanış 58.666
Acil Servis 58.439
Taste (Rory Gallager) 58.366
Mezarkabul 57.799
Rachmanino� Sergey 57.733
Mabel Matiz 57.619
Grup Yorum 56.855
Yüzyüzeyken Konuşuruz 56.748

(c) Turkey (479 users)

Table 2: Top artists for selected countries, according to artist frequency (AF), listener frequency (LF), and artist frequency–
inverse listener frequency (AF-ILF).

3 FORMALIZING MAINSTREAMINESS
When describing how well a user’s listening preferences re�ect
those of an overall population, e.g., globally or within a country,
what is consideredmainstream depends on the selection of a popula-
tion; this is a phenomenon which we will also show in our analysis.
Consequently, we propose several quantitative measures for user
mainstreaminess, both on a global and on a country-speci�c level,
depending on the selection of the population against which the
user is compared. Our approach is inspired by the well-established

monotonicity assumptions in text processing and information re-
trieval [28] – the TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse document fre-
quency) weighting. Based on this assumption, our proposed main-
streaminess measures rely on the concepts of artist frequency (AF),
listener frequency (LF), and artist frequency–inverse listener frequency
(AF-ILF).

We de�ne AFa,U as the sum of the number of tracks by artist a
listened to by a set of usersU . Note thatU may be a single useru, all
users in a country c , or the entirety of users in the collection (i.e., the
global population�). Accordingly, we de�ne LFa,U as the number of



ARTIST FREQUENCY–INVERSE LISTENER FREQUENCY (AF-ILF) 
APPROACH TO QUANTIFY A USER’S MUSIC MAINSTREAMINESS

¢ what is considered mainstream depends 
on the selection of a population; 
we define it globally and on a country-
specific level

¢ our approach is inspired by the well-
established monotonicity assumptions in 
text processing and information retrieval: 
the TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse 
document frequency) weighting

¢ → artist frequency–inverse listener 
frequency (AF-ILF)

AFa,U sum of the number of tracks by artist a listened 
to by a set of users U

LFa,U number of listeners of artist a within a user 
population U

U1 and U2 may represent a single user, all users in the 
same country, or all users in the dataset
(allows to formalize the global and the regional definitions 
of mainstreaminess, by varying U1 and U2)
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Abbr. Formula

F�:AF ,u :AF 1 � 1
|A | ·

’
a2A

|õAFa,u � öAFa,� |
max

⇣õAFa,u , öAFa,� ⌘

F�:AF ,u :AF ·I LF 1 � 1
|A | ·

’
a2A

| úAF ·ILFa,u,� � cAFa,� |
max

⇣ úAF ·ILFa,u,� ,cAFa,� ⌘

F�:AF ·I LF ,u :AF ·I LF 1 � 1
|A | ·

’
a2A

| úAF ·ILFa,u,� � úAF ·ILFa,�,� |

max
⇣ úAF ·ILFa,u,� , úAF ·ILFa,�,�

⌘

Fc :AF ,u :AF 1 � 1
|A | ·

’
a2A

|õAFa,u � öAFa,c |
max

⇣õAFa,u , öAFa,c ⌘

Fc :AF ·I LF ,u :AF ·I LF 1 � 1
|A | ·

’
a2A

| úAF ·ILFa,u,c � úAF ·ILFa,c,� |

max
⇣ úAF ·ILFa,u,c , úAF ·ILFa,c,�

⌘

D�:AF ,u :AF
1
2 ·

 ’
a2A

õAFa,u · log
õAFa,uöAFa,� +

’
a2A

öAFa,� · log
öAFa,�
õAFa,u

!�1

Dc :AF ,u :AF
1
2 ·

 ’
a2A

õAFa,u · log
õAFa,uöAFa,c +

’
a2A

öAFa,c · log öAFa,cõAFa,u
!�1

Dc :AF ·I LF ,u :AF ·I LF 1
2 ·

 ’
a2A

úAF ·ILFa,u,� · log
úAF ·ILFa,u,�
úAF ·ILFa,c,�

+
’
a2A

úAF ·ILFa,c,� · log
úAF ·ILFa,c,�
úAF ·ILFa,u,�

!�1

C�:AF ,u :AF �
⇣
ranks

⇣
PPAF�

⌘
, ranks

⇣
PPAFu

⌘⌘

Cc :AF ,u :AF �
⇣
ranks

⇣
PPAFc

⌘
, ranks

⇣
PPAFu

⌘⌘

Cc :AF ·I LF ,u :AF ·I LF �
⇣
ranks

⇣
PPAF·I LFu,c

⌘
, ranks

⇣
PPAF·I LFc,�

⌘⌘
Table 3: Proposed music mainstreaminess measures on the user level. Terms denote the following: F stands for the fraction-
based approach, D refers to the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence approach, and C is used as abbreviation for the
approaches based on rank-order correlation according to Kendall’s � . A is a list of all artists; cAF denotes the sum-to-unity
normalized AF value; ranks(PPWu ) represents the real-valued preference pro�le converted to ranks, i.e. the vector containing
all normalized item frequencies of user u, with respect to the frequency weighting approachW (AF or LF ); in case of AF ·ILF ,
ranks

⇣
PPWu

⌘
is extended to ranks

⇣
PPAF·I LFu,c

⌘
, i.e. AF computed for user u, ILF on country c, or ranks

⇣
PPAF·I LFc,�

⌘
, i.e. AF computed

on country c, ILF globally. Note that we invert the values of some measures (F and D) in order to ensure that higher values
always indicate closer to the mainstream.

listeners of artist a within a user populationU . And we eventually
de�ne AF ·ILFa,U1,U2 as in Equation 1. We set AF ·ILFa,U1,U2 = 0 i�
LFa,U2 = 0.

AF ·ILFa,U1,U2 = log
�
1 +AFa,U1

�
· log

✓
1 +

|U2 |
LFa,U2

◆
(1)

Note that U1 and U2 may represent a single user, all users in the
same country, or all users in the dataset. Therefore, this de�nition
allows us to easily formalize both the global and the regional de�ni-
tions of mainstreaminess, by varyingU1 andU2. The ILF weighting
term can be integrated when computing the preference pro�le for

a user or for a country, e.g., AF ·ILFa,u,c , where U1 contains only
the user u and U2 all users in country c (to which u belongs), or
AF · ILFa,c,� , where U1 is composed of all users in country c (to
which u belongs) and U2 of all users in the dataset. Using ILF is
motivated by the fact that, when determined by AFa,c or LFa,c , the
top artists in each country c are often identical or very similar to
the global top artists (cf. Tables 1 and 2). In order to uncover the
respective country-speci�c mainstream, we therefore use ILFa,� to
penalize globally popular artists.

Table 2 illustrates the e�ect of this weighting. It shows the top
artists for Finland, Italy, and Turkey, in terms of AFa,c , LFa,c , and



DISTILLING COUNTRY-SPECIFIC MAINSTREAM BY 
TF-IDF-LIKE WEIGHTING
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Artist AF Artist LF
The Beatles 2,985,509 Radiohead 24,829
Radiohead 2,579,453 Nirvana 24,249
Pink Floyd 2,351,436 Coldplay 23,714
Metallica 1,970,569 Daft Punk 23,661
Muse 1,896,941 Red Hot Chili Peppers 22,609
Arctic Monkeys 1,803,975 Muse 22,429
Daft Punk 1,787,739 Queen 21,778
Coldplay 1,755,333 The Beatles 21,738
Linkin Park 1,691,122 Pink Floyd 21,129
Red Hot Chili Peppers 1,627,851 David Bowie 20,602

Table 1: Global top artists in the LFM-1b dataset, according to artist frequency (AF) and listener frequency (LF), considering
the 53,258 users with country information.

Artist AF
Stam1na 105,633
In Flames 97,645
CMX 90,032
Kotiteollisuus 82,309
Turmion Kätilöt 78,722
Amorphis 78,159
Nightwish 75,742
Mokoma 73,453
Muse 69,507
Metallica 69,499
Artist LF
Metallica 703
Nightwish 695
Muse 693
Daft Punk 675
Queen 671
System of a Down 663
Coldplay 634
Nirvana 614
Pendulum 613
Iron Maiden 609
Artist AF-ILF
St. Hood 70.526
The Sun Sawed in 1/2 67.490
tiko-µ 66.546
Worth the Pain 66.058
Cutdown 65.247
Katariina Hänninen 64.955
Game Music Finland 64.835
Daisuke Ishiwatari 63.565
Altis 63.235
Redrum-187 62.428

(a) Finland (1,407 users)

Artist AF
Radiohead 68,160
The Beatles 65,498
Pink Floyd 60,558
Fabrizio De André 53,928
Muse 48,168
Depeche Mode 42,586
Afterhours 42,473
Verdena 42,338
Sigur Rós 41,748
Arctic Monkeys 39,755
Artist LF
Radiohead 556
Pink Floyd 539
The Beatles 505
David Bowie 500
Muse 500
Nirvana 497
Coldplay 475
The Cure 466
Depeche Mode 459
Daft Punk 457
Artist AF-ILF
CaneSecco 68.451
DSA Commando 66.049
Veronica Marchi 65.864
Train To Roots 65.459
Alessandro Raina 64.228
Machete Empire 63.915
Danti 62.958
Dargen D’Amico 62.453
‡ÑÈ—�⌃Ae 62.228
Aquefrigide 61.663

(b) Italy (972 users)

Artist AF
Pink Floyd 68,887
Metallica 42,784
Daft Punk 42,020
Iron Maiden 34,174
Radiohead 31,390
Massive Attack 30,669
The Beatles 27,951
Opeth 25,744
Depeche Mode 25,075
Dream Theater 24,286
Artist LF
Pink Floyd 292
Radiohead 289
Metallica 268
Coldplay 261
Nirvana 251
Massive Attack 249
The Beatles 240
Red Hot Chili Peppers 240
Queen 238
Led Zeppelin 236
Artist AF-ILF
Cüneyt Ergün 64.473
Floyd Red Crow Westerman 61.955
Fırat Tanış 58.666
Acil Servis 58.439
Taste (Rory Gallager) 58.366
Mezarkabul 57.799
Rachmanino� Sergey 57.733
Mabel Matiz 57.619
Grup Yorum 56.855
Yüzyüzeyken Konuşuruz 56.748

(c) Turkey (479 users)

Table 2: Top artists for selected countries, according to artist frequency (AF), listener frequency (LF), and artist frequency–
inverse listener frequency (AF-ILF).

3 FORMALIZING MAINSTREAMINESS
When describing how well a user’s listening preferences re�ect
those of an overall population, e.g., globally or within a country,
what is consideredmainstream depends on the selection of a popula-
tion; this is a phenomenon which we will also show in our analysis.
Consequently, we propose several quantitative measures for user
mainstreaminess, both on a global and on a country-speci�c level,
depending on the selection of the population against which the
user is compared. Our approach is inspired by the well-established

monotonicity assumptions in text processing and information re-
trieval [28] – the TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse document fre-
quency) weighting. Based on this assumption, our proposed main-
streaminess measures rely on the concepts of artist frequency (AF),
listener frequency (LF), and artist frequency–inverse listener frequency
(AF-ILF).

We de�ne AFa,U as the sum of the number of tracks by artist a
listened to by a set of usersU . Note thatU may be a single useru, all
users in a country c , or the entirety of users in the collection (i.e., the
global population�). Accordingly, we de�ne LFa,U as the number of



THE DIFFERENT WEIGHTINGS 
ON THE EXAMPLE FINLAND
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AF for FI sorted, Top50k LF for FI sorted, Top50k AF-ILF for FI sorted, Top50k



11 VARIATIONS OF QUANTIFYING A USER’S 
MUSIC MAINSTREAMINESS

¢ for distance-based (Du), rank-based (Cu), 
and fraction-based (Fu):

¢ combinations of (c,u) and (g,u) with AF 
and AF-ILF weighting
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LFM-1b dataset of listening histories

DATA FOR EVALUATION



LFM-1B: OVERVIEW

¢ > 1b listening events (LE)
¢ > 120k users
¢ LE = <user, artist, album, track, timestamp>
¢ LEs covering Jan 2005 – Aug 2014
¢ Seed list of 250 top tags → fetch top fans → 465k active users 

→ random subset of 120k users → fetch their listening histories
¢ Demographic information of (anonymized) listeners
¢ Data cleaning: remove users/artists with < 10 unique artists/users

15th International Conference on Advances in Mobile Computing 
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120k x 585k user-artist-playcount matrix



LFM-1B: DISTRIBUTION AMONG COUNTRIES
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EXPERIMENTS

MUSIC RECOMMENDATION TAILORED 
TO USER MAINSTREAMINESS



EVALUATION APPROACH FOR MUSIC RECOMMENDATION 
TAILORED TO USER MAINSTREAMINESS

• rating prediction on playcounts scaled to [0, 1000]evaluation method

• model-based collaborative filtering (SVD)algorithm

• different definitions and levels of mainstreaminessanalysis

• distance-based, rank-based, fraction-baseddefinitions

• user tertiles w.r.t. mainstreaminess (lower, mid, upper 
1/3)levels

• root mean square error (RMSE) and mean average 
error (MAE)performance measures

15th International Conference on Advances in Mobile Computing 
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FINDINGS (1/2)

¢ tailoring the recommendations to a user’s mainstreaminess level (low, 
mid, high) leads to substantial error reductions

¢ outperforms other measures in 4 regards:
£ lowest overall RMSE of 14.349 (all) 
£ errors also the lowest for each of the three user sets (low, mid, high)

� if better performance on a set with other measure, difference just 0.00x
£ performs on each of the 3 user sets (low, mid, high) in a balanced 

way (weighted RMSE: respectively 3.692, 4.270, and 3.687)
� other measures: on at least one set very low performance

£ performs well also on the low mainstreaminess user set (low), which 
is a user segment that is typically difficult to satisfy

¢ the 3 fraction-based approaches: perform far better in the high 
mainstreaminess segment (high)
£ still privileges globally popular items too much?
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discussion, we concentrate on RMSE since it is more common and
considers larger di�erences between predicted and true ratings
disproportionately more severe than smaller ones.

As a general �nding, our results show that tailoring the recom-
mendations to a user’s mainstreaminess level (low ,mid , hi�h) leads
to substantial error reductions, irrespective of the applied main-
streaminess measure. More speci�cally,Cc :AF ,u :AF outperforms the
other measures in four regards: First, it leads to the lowest overall
RMSE of 14.349 (all ). Second, the errors realized by Cc :AF ,u :AF are
also the lowest for each of the three user sets (low ,mid , hi�h). If
better performance is achieved on a set with another measure, the
di�erence is just in the third position after the decimal point. Third,
Cc :AF ,u :AF performs on each of the three user sets (low ,mid , hi�h)
in a balanced way (weighted RMSE amounts to respectively 3.692,
4.270, and 3.687), whereas the other mainstreaminess measures
yield a rather unbalanced picture since each of them performs on
at least one set far worse than on the other(s), e.g.,C�:AF ,u :AF with
19.183, 7.443, and 3.681, respectively, for low ,mid , and hi�h. Fourth,
Cc :AF ,u :AF performs well also on the low mainstreaminess user set
(low), which is a user segment that is typically di�cult to satisfy.

The fraction-based approaches F�:AF ,u :AF , Fc :AF ,u :AF , and
F�:AF ,u :AF ·I LF have in common that they perform far better in
the high mainstreaminess segment than in the mid and the low
one. This could indicate that these measures still privilege globally
popular items too much and, thus, produce more errors in the mid
and low segments.

Interestingly, the approaches based on symmetrized Kullback-
Leibler divergence (D) perform worse when tailored towards a
user’s country (Dc :AF ,u :AF ), compared to their application on a
global level (D�:AF ,u :AF ). Combining the country-speci�c tailoring
with the AF-ILF weighting allows for better results compared to
applying both separately.

While our results do not suggest a general superiority of main-
streaminess measures that incorporate AF-ILF, �rst results of our
deeper analysis on the country level indicate that these measures
seem to perform particularly well for countries far away from the
global mainstream, such as Finland (RMSE of Dc :AF ·I LF ,u :AF ·I LF
for all=5.985,hi�h=1.346,mid=1.365, low=1.418), but worse for high
mainstream countries, such as the USA (RMSE ofDc :AF ·I LF ,u :AF ·I LF
for all=57.489,hi�h=4.071,mid=4.077, low=55.968). In the presented
example, the low mainstream country Finland is small, and the re-
spective weighted error measures in Table 4 do not re�ect this
country’s users to the same extent as the large and high main-
stream United States. As part of our ongoing large-scale analysis,
delving into detail on country-speci�c aspects, we will investigate
as a next step what factors in�uence the performance di�erences
between countries for a given mainstreaminess measure.

A direct comparison of the RMSE achieved by our approach with
the RMSE reported in [37], the work closest to ours, is unfortunately
impossible since Vigliensoni and Fujinaga quantized playcounts
into a 5-point Likert rating scale: [1,5]. Still, in a rough estima-
tion, our results suggest that the accuracy of our best Cc :AF ,u :AF
approach delivers a new benchmark in the combination of demo-
graphic (country) �ltering and mainstreaminess �ltering, with a
RMSE of 14.3 on a [0,1000] scale. The best RMSE reported in [37]

when considering mainstreamness and country information is ap-
proximately 0.9 on the much narrower [1,5] scale (cf. approach
u.c.m. in Figure 2 of [37]).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We proposed 11 novel measures to quantify the music mainstreami-
ness of a user, a country, and an entire population. Those are based
on fractional (F ), divergence (D), and rank correlation (C) functions.
Considering that music mainstream may be de�ned from a global
but also a country-speci�c perspective, we particularly studied
how the combination of a user’s mainstreaminess and demographic
(country) �ltering in�uences the quality of music recommendations.
Based on the LFM-1b dataset [30], we investigated the performance
of the proposed measures in a rating prediction task, employing ma-
trix factorization. To quantify performance, we computed country-
averaged, weighted RMSE and MAE �gures for all mainstreaminess
de�nitions and various mainstreaminess levels, and compared these
with a global baseline. Overall, our results suggest that incorpo-
rating any kind of mainstreaminess information outperforms the
baseline. Our best approach combines demographic �ltering (based
on a user pro�le’s country) and mainstreaminess �ltering based on
Kendall’s � (variant Cc :AF ,u :AF ) and outperforms applying these
�ltering approaches separately. While our results do not hint at a
general superiority of mainstreaminess measures that incorporate
AF-ILF, they do show that such measures perform much better than
others for countries whose preference pro�les are far away from
the global taste (e.g., Finland).

As part of future work, we will take an in-depth look at the dif-
ferences between countries, i.e. analyze in which countries which
mainstreaminess functions perform particularly well or poorly.
Additionally, we plan to analyze how well our results generalize
to other datasets providing demographic user information, e.g.,
the Spotify playlists dataset [23] or the Million Musical Tweets
Dataset [15]. We further plan a user study to qualitatively investi-
gate whether incorporating mainstreaminess information improves
the perceived satisfaction with recommendations.
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FINDINGS (2/2)

¢ symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence (D) perform worse when 
tailored towards a user’s country (Dc:AF,u:AF ), compared to their 
application on a global level (Dg:AF,u:AF )

¢ combining the country-specific tailoring with the AF-ILF weighting allows 
for better results compared to applying both separately

¢ on first sight: no general superiority of AF-ILF measures, but deeper 
analysis on the country level indicates that these measures seem to:
£ perform particularly well for countries far away from the global 

mainstream, e.g., Finland (RMSE of Dc:AF ·ILF,u:AF ·ILF for 
all=5.985,high=1.346,mid=1.365,low=1.418)

£ but worse for high mainstream countries, e.g., USA (RMSE of 
Dc:AF·ILF,u:AF·ILF for all=57.489,high=4.071, mid=4.077, 
low=55.968)
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FUTURE AVENUES OF RESEARCH

considering highly varying “music 
listening culture” in different countries

integration of more data sources

deployment of additional research 
instruments (e.g., surveys)
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TAKE AWAY…

11 novel measures to quantify the music mainstreaminess of a user, a country, 
and an entire population

based on fractional (F), divergence (D), and rank correlation (C) functions

combination of a user’s mainstreaminess and demographic (country) filtering 

CF enhanced by grouping users according to any kind of mainstreaminess
category outperforms non-personalized approach

best approach combines demographic filtering (based on a user profile's 
country) and mainstreaminess filtering based on Kendall’s +

AF-ILF perform much better than others for countries whose preference profiles 
are far away from the global taste (e.g., Finland)
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